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RESUMO

As funções termodinâmicas de moléculas do tipo XF. sao calculadas dentro de
o

um formalismo quântico txato, que leva a expressões gerais válidas para ou

tros tipos de moléculas. 0 formalismo obtido é usado para analisar o compor

tamento de UF gasoso em temperaturas muito baixas (nas vizinhanças e abaixo

de 1 K), aonde os efeitos de simetria do princípio de Pauli levam a resulta

dos substancialmente diferentes daqueles obtidos com a aproximação semi-clãs

sica. Mostra-se que essa aproximação somente se torna suficientemente corre

ta apenas" em temperaturas acima de uma dezena de vezes a temperatura rotacio

nal.

ABSTRACT

The thermodynamic functions of molecules of type XF, are calculated under
6

an exact quantum-mechanical appioach, which also yields general expressions

valid for other types of molecules. The formalism is used to analyse the behav

ior of gaseous pd UFfi at very low temperatures (around and below 1°K), where

symmetry effects due to Pauli principle lead to results which are very marK

edly different from those obtained with the semi-classical approximation. It

is shown that this approximation becomes sufficiently accurate only for tem

peratures about ten times the rotational temperature.

(*) This work was supported by the Convênio CNEN-C1A n9 103092/74
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1. INTRODUCTION

Molecules of the type XF6 have generally the structure of a regu

lar octahedron and belong to the 0^ point group. Among the 18 known hexa

fluorides, which exhibit the common property of abnormally high volatility,

there are only three (XeF$, PoF6 and CrF6) whose structure has not yet

been established.

When studying the thermodynamical properties of these molecules,

it is usual to start with a partition function calculated in the semi-clas

sical approximation. This method uses quantum partition functions for the

various degrees of freedom, but considers them uncoupled, ignoring the

symmetry effects imposed by the Pauli principle.

At the temperatures normally considered this approximation is en

tirely satisfactory and allows a substantial computational effort to be

saved. The method, however, fails when the interest shifts to extremely

low temperatures, where the effects of the Pauli principle become marked

ly important.

About a year and a half ago we have developed, for the first time,

a full quantum-mechanical formalism to deal with these molecules and

found, studying the UF6 from 0.1 OK to 400 °K, that the expected failure

of the semi-classical approximation occurs for T ̂ 10 8r (9r • rotational

temperature).

The purpose of this work is to carry out a more detailed investi

gation of the behaviour of the thermodynamical functions in the range

0.1 °K - 5 °K, where the saturation of the rotational contributions occur,

exposing neatly the symmetry effects due to the Pauli principle

At the temperatures considered, the vapor pressure of these sub

stances is extremely small, casting doubt on the practical interest of the

calculations. It should be kept in mind, however, that a gaseous sLate may

be obtained in a metastable condition by adiabatic cooling, such as the

one carried out by expansion in a supersonic nozzle. This method has ac

tually provided a new low temperature technique for polyatomic structural

studies and for laser isotope separation by photochemical processes

(3,4)# Until now, the efforts have been limited to temperatures above

30 °K.

As a first step, we shall review the method of calculation and

the expressions obtained for the thermodynamic functions, which are gen

erally applicable to any type of molecule. A survey of the computational



procedures is then given, followed by an explanation of the results ob

Lained.

2. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

The large mass of XFs guarantees the validity of Maxwell-Boltz

mann statistics even at extremely low temperatures near absolute zero

Hence, the gas partition function will be Z • zN/Nl, yielding

and Zint - (zint)N (1)
N!

where z represents the molecular partition function. Deviations of ide

ality, for which there are no experimental data at the temperatures of

interest, will be ignored in the translational contributions to the Cher

modynamic quantities.

The internal molecular partition function is given by

z i n t = \zel zvib zrot] (2)

where the symbol |[ ] means that the various contributions (electronic,

vibrational and rotational) are not necessarily ir a factorized form. As

usual, the contribution of the nuclear degrees of freedom will be ignored,

except as far as the symmetry implications go.

Because of the very high energy of the lowest electronic excita

tion of these molecules (24166 cm"1 ~ 3 eV for UF6, for example), it re

presents an excellent approximation to consider them restricted to the

electronic ground state at all reasonable temperatures. This means that

ze£ s ge£ c \f where ge^ is the degeneracy of the electronic ground

state, and we are left with the inLernal partition function in the form

z
int - fz v i b zrotl (3)

(t) For the case of UF6 the intrinsic translational temperature

k5(2S + 1
5(2

allows (0 t r/T) « 1 even at pressures of 1 atm for which 0 t,. » 0.024 °K.
The following values of fundamental constants have been used in this
work: h-6.626176(36) x 10"27 e rg .s , c « 2.997924580(12) x 1010 cm/s,
k - 1.380662(44) xlO"16 erg/°K e R » 1.987208(62) Cal/irol.°K.



The hexafluorides are molecules involving six identical spin 1/2

fluorine nuclei; therefore, according to Pauli principle, their total in

ternal wavefunctions must be antisymmetric under the exchange of any such

nuclei. As a consequence, only those associations of vibrational, rota

tional and nuclear spin states are allowed that exhibit an antisymmetric

combination. This imposes constraints among the contributions of the va

rious degrees of freedom which prohibit a further factorization of the in

ternal partition function and renders extremely complicated the evaluation

of such a function.

The fully quantum internal partition function should be written

as
exp [- (A)

In this expression v- is the excitation of each of the six normal modes

of vibration of the molecule, {v} = (vi, V2» V3, vi», vs, V6)characterizes

the vibrational level, O^ • hv^/kT and 0 = 0^/T, wheto 6^= h2/2k(4mpA.2UF)

is the rotational temperature. Using the U-F bonddistance,^p»( 1.999*0.003)À,

measured by Seip* ' by electron diffraction, one obtains 9A=(O.O799+O.OOO1)°K.

The vibrational parameters are given in Table I.

Table I - Vibrational parameters of UFe

Mode

Symmetry

Activity

Frequency (cm"1)

Degeneracy (d^)

Isotope Shift (cm"1)

Coriolis Coupling (Ç^)

Vl

A i g

Raman

667±1

1

0

0

Anharmonicity Constants (cm"

v2

Eg
Raman

534+1

2

0

0

0 .

0

X I I

X22

X33

v3

F«u
IR

626±1

3

65±0.09

1810.02

=-0.3+0.

=-0.3i0.

=-1.0+0.

0

0

5

7

4

v-

IR

186+1

3

.16+0.12

.29+0.02

Xl2=-2

X13=-1

X2 3=~2

v5

F*g
Raman

200+1

3

0

(-1/2)

.0+1.5

. 7+0 .7 j

.7+0.7

v6

F 2 U

inactive

(143+2)

3

0

(-1/2)

All other\

¥, . - 0 I
\ 0 1

(*) Values within parenthesis have not been observed directly, being ei
ther inferred (case of \)(,) or theoretical (cases of Ç5 and Ç 6 ) .

Because the restrictions imposed by Pauli principle, the statis

tical weight gJ{v} does not factorize into vibrational and rotational

contributions. Furthermore, the absence of coupling (actually a very small



coupling exists, but it can be safely ignored) between the nuclear spin

and the other degrees of freedom of the molecule implies that the gas will

behave as a nonreacting mixture of several independent nuclear spin spe

cies. This means that any thermodynamic quantity, X» °f such a mixture

will be given by

s 8N s

where Xs *s t n e va^ue °f t n e quantity appropriate to the nuclear spin

species s, gs is the number of tates belonging to this species, and

gN = (2S(j + 1)
2« 64 is the total number of different nuclear spin states.

The division by g™ yields "conventional" quantities (i.e. with

no nuclear contributions), and the internal partition function for the

"mixture" will be

zint m j Zg8s/8N (6)

with

zs = I exp (~ J J V ^ J ^ Civ} exp [-J(J + l)o] (7)

being the partition function for species s and g {v} = g {v}/gs its nor

s s ™
malized statistical weight (appropriate for "conventional" quantities).

Although simple in appearance, expression (7) is impossible to be

calculated without the help of a large computer. This follows, as we shall

see, because the evaluation of R {V} is extremely cumbersome and time

consuming when {v} involves several overtones and combination levels.

3. STATISTICAL WEIGHTS OF THE QUANTUM LEVELS OF XF6 MOLECULES

The wavefunction for a molecule can be expressed, in the Born-

Oppenheimer approximation, as a product of wavefuntions associated with

each degree of freedom, i.e.

* " *tr %l *vib '"rot *N (8)

The statistical weight of a given quantum level is given by the

number of different linear combinations of product wavefunctions (8) which

can be constructed obeying the Pauli principle requirement that the total

wavefunctionsbe antisymmetric under any interchange of labels of pairs of

fluorine nuclei. This number may be obtained readily by group theory tech



niques based on the rotational subgroup of the molecular point group.

This is done simply looking for the number of times that the antisymmetric

unidimensional irreducible representation appears in the reduction of the

representation corresponding to the product wavefunctions (8), which is

given by

K v*% Proi PN - JL m r, (9)
For molecules of type XF6» the molecular pcint group is 0^ and

the rotational subgroup is 0. The rotational subgroup is the group

formed by all the permutations of identical nuclei that are equivalent to

rotations of the molecule; the total number of such permutations (24 in

this case) is the symmetry number of the molecular point group. For group

0 there are five irreducible representations T^(-L m 1,2,3,4,5) given, re

spectively, by Aj, A2, E, Fi and F2. The unidimensional irreducible reg

resentation A2 is the one which is antisymmetric.

The electronic excitation may be safely ignored, so that only the

ground state contributes. Its eigenfunction has symmetry AIR under fy,»

hence Ai under 0. This implies that it will not contribute to (9) which

reduces to

We now proceed to decompose the representations of each degree of

freedom into irreducible representations of group Ô, and then combine them

all to obtain (10). The basic procedure will be to obtain the characters

X(g) of all group elements in the reducible representation being consid

ered,and then to calculate the coefficients of the expansion

v - Si ci T-i

with the help of the orthogonality relation

xj x(g)
o

where X.í.(8) ^s Cne character of the group element g in the irreducible

representation F^.

A - VIBRATIONAL EXCITATIONS

The only nondegenerate mode, v^, has symmetry A] so that all

off its overtones will be completely symmetric. All other modes are de



generate, hence their overtone representation will be constructed out of

the symmetrical product of representations

sym

where v represents the excitation of the overtone. The character of the
{v}

v-excited overtone, X (g)> nay be readily obtained by some general for
svm (8)

mulas which we adapted from Wilson et al and present in Tables II and
III,for the convenience of the reader.

The representation P V 1 of a vibrational level is then obtained

by the direct product of the representations of all pertinent overtones,

and may be decomposed into irreducible representations of group 0 with
(9)the help of its multiplication table , leading to

(12)

The calculational procedure to obtain the coefficients cv( becomes ex

tremely cumbersome for the higher modes and we have developed a computer

program to carry this out.

B - ROTATIONAL EXCITATIONS

The rotational wavefuntions of the spherical rotor are given by

where a, 6,Y are the Euler angles and

,(0) .*•'* (14)dmm

are the well-known matrix representations of the rotation group.

These functions form a (2J+1)2 - dimensional reducible represen

tation of group 0. To determine the characters of every group element in

this reducible representation the behaviour of these elements under the

group operations (I, C2, C3, &,, C'2 = C?) will be examined.

Choosing the z'-axis passing through opposite vertices of the

octahedron

otfBtY> " *Jmmf(a'3>Y+1T) = '^'^

C,



Table II - Character of group elements in the symmetrical product of
doubly degenerate representations

fI Dimension of (T ' » v • 1sym

w CONDITION

X ( g ) - 0 and x < 8 2 ) - 2

Otherwise

2 cos 6g = x(g)

V

odd

even

odd
or

even

xs
(£<g>

0

1

sin(v+l)6e

sineg

Table III- Character of group elements in the symmetrical product of
triply degenerate representations

Dimension of P(v)(g) - (v+l)(v+2)/2
L SVB

CONDITION

x(g)»0 and x(S3)'3

or

X(g2)»X2(g)-2 X(g)

(sec NOTE 1)

X(S2)-X2(g)+2 X(g)

(see NOTE 2)

V

odd

tven

odd

even

(v+l)(v+2)/2

(v*l)(v*2)/2

v • 1
2

v • 2

- (v l ) /2

(v+2)/2

(v*l)(v*2)
2

(v*l)(v+2)
2

9 i 0 or -a

sin[(vn)8 /2J iinf(v+2)9 /2|
"~ g -* , t- R J
sin e sin(8 72)

sin|(v+l)e I2\ cosl(v+2)9 /2j

sin 9 cos(6 11)
i ?

co*l(v+l)e /2j «in[(v*2)9 ll\

cos(6 12) sin 6

NOTE 1 - Here 0 is defined through: 2 cos 6B S v(g) - 1

NOTE 2 - Here 6g is defined through; 2 cos 9g = x(g) • 1
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Vi th the above choice of x* the analysis of the behaviour of the rotation

«1 functions under the operation C'{ (rotation about a two-fold axis ortho

gonal to *' and passing through opposite edges of the octahedron) becomes

sotaewhat messy. Since for a spherical molecule the choice of direction for

the principal axis is arbitrary, and since a change of axis corresponds

to a linear transformation of the rotational functions with J and ra fixed

(hence, does not change the character of the representation), it is con

venient to redefine the x'-axis as the axis associated with Cj and obtain

Using (15) and (16), the characters of the various group elements may be

readily evaluated. Under close inspection it is found that, except for a

common factor (2J+1), they are repetitive after 12 successive values of J.

This means that letting J • 12j + k the characters, divided by (2J+1),

will depend only upon k; exception made of X R ( I ) which defines the dimen

sion of the representation.

The coefficients of the reduction

C " J. Hi r-i <»>
are then obtained with the help of (11). They depend upon J and k and are

displayed in Table IV.

C - NUCLEAR SPIN CONFIGURATIONS

To determine the characters of the group elements in the reduei

ble representation generated by the 64 spin states, we simply count how

many spin states remain invariant under the action of the group element»

This can be easily done with help of the classes of permutations of

group S6 which are equivalent to the rotations of group 0. One finds,

respectively, xN(g> - 64,4,8,8,16 for g - I, C3, Cz , O,, C2, from

which the coefficients of the reduction are obtained, yielding

5

% -lOAi +2A2 +8E+6F1 +6F2 = .Ej c ^ Yl (18)

A similar reduction has been carried out by Cantrell and Galbraith

for the full group 0^. Taking their result and particularizing to

group 0 yields exactly equation (18).



T?ole IV - Coefficients of the decomposition of the rotational repre
sentation(*)

cR2/(2J.l)

cR3/(2J*i)

cR,/(2J*l)

cR5/(2J*l)

k-0

3+1

3

2j

3 i :

3j

I

j

j

2j

2

j

j

Jj

jw

3

j

3+1

2j :

3j*i:

3j*l .

4

i

5

j

j

2j*l

3j*2

3j*i

6

j . .

! • !

2j*i

3j*l

3j*2

7

j

23+1

3j*2

3j+2

8

j

2j*2

3j*2

3i*2

9

i.«

j * l

2j*l

3j*3

3J.2

10

i..

2*1

2j*2

3j+2

3j+3

11

j

3+1

2j*2

3j*3

(*) The definition J • 12j • k has been used.

Table V * Statistical weights of the rotational levels of each nu
clear species corresponding to a given electronic-vibra
tional synmetry: J

10

2

8

6

6

h
\

A i

A2

E

F l

F2

A l

10 S2

2 Si

8 S3

6Ss

6S*

A2

10 Si

2S2

8 S3

6S«

6Ss

E

10 S3

2 S3

8 (C +C +C

10

2

. 8

6

6

F l

Ss

s*

<S^Ss>

<S2-K3^S

F2

10 s«
2Ss

8 (C *C •)
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D - FINAL STATISTIC WEIGHTS

The final statistical weights of the rotational levels of each

nuclear spin species s are obtained looking at the coefficient of the

totally antisymmetric representation (A2) in the complete reduction

r.) - J , cJ^{v} r. <i9>

This means that the statistical weight is just

£ (20)

Because the nuclear spin species do not mix, normalized statistical weights

gf{v} - gf{v}/gs (where gs - 10,2,16,18,18 for s = 1,2,3,4,5) have to
s s
be used when evaluating thermodynamical quantities (see eq.(7)).

For computational facility, we first evaluate the statistical

weights corresponding to every electronic-vibrational symmetry, Pp» by

analysing the reduction

(cH, rs>

This yields the values g (I'£) given in Table V. The final weights are

then computer calculated with the expression

k. EXACT EXPRESSIONS FOR THE THERMODYNAMIC FUNCTIONS

From expression (7) for the partition function of nuclear spin

species s, the corresponding molar thermodynamic functions may be evalu

ate in a straightforward way.

We have not attempted to obtain an approximate closed-form ex

pression for the rotational summations using theta-function theory, as

(1) One should not confuse these statistical weights with those obtained
by Cantrell and Galbraith(H) or by Galbraith(^) for the purpose of
spectroscopic analysis. These authors look only at the weights corre
spending to each spatial (i.e. rovibrational) symmetry due to the spin
degeneracy. In other words, they only look at the coefficient of A2
in the reduction of rjw»%, where FRV is the irreducible representa
tion defining the rovibrational symmetry.
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(13)
done by Fox for XYi, molecules, because the real difficulty in our case

is connected to the vibrational summations and also because lower tempera

tures are considered (Fox approximation was occurate to 1% for T > 5 0 r ) .

The following auxiliary quantities are very convenient in sirapli

fying the expressions for the thermody*:amic functions:

AsK Ú m ? «-(ro) exp -J(J+1)O

(22)

Cs,i. ' E

In terras of these auxiliary quantities, the thermoJynamic func

tions become

- INTERNAL PARTITION FUNCTION

6 5

= H z

(23)

8s/8N\N

ENTROPY

SS(T) =R£nzs(T)->- " .1, exp(-:Z,vjO:). J, cvl I (;£.v^a^)A-o + Bs_9)l (24)

ii S S s ( T ) (25)

ENTHALPY

HS(T) -r-7^r /£iv}

SN
H(T>-|RT + J j ~H S(T) (27)

- SPECIFIC HEAT AT CONSTANT PRESSURE

B#l]BB#l]J (28)
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Cp(T) - I
 R +

 s£i g
 Cps ( T ) (29)

In the above expressions the zero of entropy and enthalpy is

taken at 0°K; that is, the expressions define (Sx - S^) and (Hj ~ H^)»

It is clearly evident the greater complexity introduced by Pauli

exclusion principle requirements, which lead to a mixing of vibrational

ant rotational contributions, instead of the simple factorization of the

semi-classical approximation.

One further comment is that the above expressions can be made

completely general, independent of the particular molecule considered, by

simply letting the summations run over i. - 1,2,3,...,1 and I =1,2,3,...,L,

instead of particularizing to the values I « 6 and L = 5 appropriate to

Xpg molecules. Of course, in the general case, the statistical weights

g^(Fff) and the vibrational symmetry expansion coefficients, cvo, must bes **

appropriately calculated with respect to the rotational subgroup of the

molecular point group of the particular molecule under scrutiny.

5. ANHARMONIC AND CORIOLIS CORRECTIONS

The experimental data of Table I indicate that the only correc

tions calculable are the enharmonic and Coriolis ones (corrections for

isotopic mixing are negligible).

The anharmonic correction is introduced with the help of the full

expression for the vibrational energy

vib i{v} - J j h t o - x ^ ) ^ + J, £E.h x^Vjl (30)

simply replacing o^ by o^ in Eqs. (23), (24), (26) and (28), where

Coriolis splitting of the fundamental modes of spherically sym

metrical molecules occurs only for those with degeneracy of type F, lead

ing to three sublevels of energy

U)
er + 2 ç. (j + i)k er

+ 0 (32)
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where ç^ is the Coriolis coupling given in Table I. Because of the lack of

general analytic expressions for the Coriolis splitting of overtone and

combination bands of spherical molecules, only the effect of F-type funda

mentals is considered. For temperatures lower than the vibrational tempera

tures one expects the effect of the fundamentals to dominate

Since the three sublevels above have the same symmetry F, their

statistical weight will be the same and given by g {v}/3. Therefore, their
s

joint contribution to the partition function may be obtained replacing

lf{v} in Eq.(7) by if {vf}ò .(J,T), where
S S A» *C

|-2\ +exp |-2(J + 1)^01 +exp(2J^a)> if {v}-{v|[} (33)

• 1 otherwise

Here {vF} means a level where only a fundamental F-type mode is excited,

that is v. = 1 (with Í * 3,4,5 or 6) and all other v!s are zero.

Expressions for the thermodynamic functions including both anhar

monic and Coriolis corrections are given in the Appendix, and reveal large

mathematical complications.

An inspection of (31) reveals that anharmonic corrections should

become important only at "high" temperatures (around and above room tempe

rature), when vibrationally excited states begin to contribute signifi

cantly. From (33) one would expect Coriolis corrections to be important at

"low" temperatures; however, because at these temperatures the vibrational

excitation is inhibited, one should actually expect Coriolis corrections to

reach their maximum at "intermediate" temperatures.

For our purposes, therefore, these corrections may be safely ig

nored. To yield a feeling about their values, we include below results of

our numerical calculations.

(t) The effect of Coriolis splitting on the thermodynamic functions of sym
metric top molecules was obtained in closed form by R.S. MscDowell, j7
Molec.Spectrosc, 12!, 34-37, 1964, yielding for the Cp of CH3D correc
tions of 0.0030 at 300°K and 0.0091 at IOOOOK. We have considered the
effect of fundamentals separately and obtained a closed form expression
that gave the values 0.0029 and 0.0070, respectively, which dominate
the full corrections.
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Table VI - Anharmonic and Coriolis corrections to Cp and Entropy

T

5

10

50

100

298.15

ACp ( c a l / m o 1 . K)(

ANHARMONIC

1

0

~ 0

- 0

- 0

16 x 10"5

0347

*)

CORIOLIS

-

1.8

1.00

- 1 . 9 0

1.6

0

xlO

xlO

xlO

xlO

- 8

- 3

- 3

- i t

AS (cal/mol

ANHARMCNIC

7

0

- 0

~0

- 0 5

.94xlO-7 9

.00812 -3

• K)<*)

CORIOLIS

-

.77

.08

.0

0

0

xlO-"

xlO"5

xlO-5

(*) The entry ~ 0 means values smaller than 10 cal/mol.K.

6. NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR UF6

To evaluate numerically the thermodynamic functions one needs the

help of a fast computer. Even though, there are so many overlapping loops

in the calculations that a truncation is needed in the summations. This

was carried out in such a way that the results were not affected within

the precision of calculations (better than one part in 10 6).

The maximum values of both the rotational (J^) and vibrational

(VM) excitations were determined by requiring that the rotational and vi

brational predissociation limits be equal to the dissociation energy

(e,. - 3.5 eV) of the UF6 molecule,dis

For the rotational case this implies in taking t ,. • J^(JM+l)k9r

for the electronic-vibrational ground state, so that J^ = 712. We have

chosen, for practical purposes, to truncate all rotational sums at J=300,

yielding a calculation precision better than 10~6.

For the vibrational case, we let v M •
 E
dis/h\>6 " 198. Running the

overlapping loops of the vibrational summation so that all v-'s vary from

0 to 198 would have made the computer work for months. Practical numbers

for the maximum values of the v's were taken as

(vi, v2f v3, vi,, v5, v 6 ) m a x - (4, 5, 4, 13, 12, 16)

and were chosen so that the maximum vibrational energy allowed in each mode

had the same order of magnitudu. Computer calculations have shown that, at
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the temperatures considered (below 100°K), this truncation did not affect

the thermodynamic functions within the 10~6 precision. This procedure also

made it possible to reduce the computing time necessary to evaluate the

thermodynamic functions in a Burroughs 6700 computer to about 2 hours for

each temperature value. Calculating the statistical weights separately, and

storing them in tapes, allowed the time necessary for each calculation,

i.e. for each value T, to be cut down by one half.

The numerical results of the calculation have been included in

table VII,together with their semi-classical counterparts. A graphical re

presentation of the temperature dependence of the various quantities has

also been included in Figs. 1 to 4.

At very low temperature, near the rotational temperature (B^

we can see that the semi-classical approximation becomes particularly bad.

This obtains because of the marked effect of Pauli principle in restricting

the relative contributions of rotational levels according to their sym

me tries. After the rotational contributions saturate, which occurs for tem

peratures larger than about 10 8r (refer to Fig. 1), the effect of Pauli

principle is masked and the semi-classical approximation starts becoming

reliable. In fact, at T » 0.8°K all percentual errors are less than 1.2E.

Because the specific heat is the most sensitive to the onset of

contributions from the various degrees of freedom, it exhibits the largest

errors in the semi-classical approximation. Figure 1 shows, neatly, the sa

turation of the rotational contributions at around 1°K and the onset of

vibrational contributions at about 20°K. The curious increase of Cp below

0.2°K in the semi-classical approximation is peculiar to the rotational con

tributions, and usually happens in this approximation when not inhibited by

particular values of the parameters, reaching a maximum around T~x <3r where

> is of the order of the order of unity. It is due to the usual o 2e" n O be

haviour of the rotational part of the specific heat at low temperatures.

Calculations were not extended below 0.1°K to guarantee that the

Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution remains applicable; it requires (0 /T) « 1 .

Values of the thermodynamic functions in the range of temperature from 5°K

to 400°K may be found in Amarante , where it is also given a detailed de

rivation of the semi-classical expressions as a "high" temperature limit of

the exact quantum expressions.



Table VII- Comparison of semi-classical and quantum calculations of the therraodynamic quantities of gaseouü
UF6 at very low temperatures

QUANTITYV '

zint

°P
(Cal/mol.°K)

s-sf
(Cal/mol.°K)

H-H|

(Cal/raol)

METHOD

SEMI-CLASSICAL

QUANTUM

PERCENTUAL ERROR

SEMI-CLASSICAL

QUANTUM

PERCENTUAL ERROR

SEMI-CLASSICAL

QUANTUM

PERCENTUAL ERROR

SEMI-CLASSICAL

QUANTUM

PERCENTUAL ERROR

0.

0.

7.

5.

2.

5.

0.

1.

0.1

126294

022057

473%

991220

145152

55%

191702

110623

57%

754729

393381

46%

1

1

7

7

14

15

3

4

0.5

.203230

.180218

1.8Z

.948832

.533750

5.5%

.98905

.11315

0.82%

.934722

.015961

2.0%

TEMPERATURE (°K)

8.0

2.398956

2.394774

0.17%

7.948832

7.856099

1.2%

18.72503

18.74317

0.097%

6.319371

6.336657

0.27%

1.0

3.335942

3.334708

0.037%

7.948832

7.916155

0.41%

20.49876

20.50371

0.024%

7.909158

7.914824

0.072%

3.0

17.10476

17.10476

0%

I

7.948832

7.948832

0%

29.23144

29.23144

0%

23.80680

23.80680

0%

(*) Nuclear degrees of freedom are not included.
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7. CONCLUSIONS

Full quantum calculations of complex molecules are complicate and

time consuming, and should not be used unless one i& interested in the

gaseous state at very low temperatures. This condition may be obtained in a

metastable state by adiabatic cooling, such as the one usually carried out

with supersonic nozzles.

At temperatures below T =10 6r the quantum corrections are impor

tant and the exact expressions given in this work should be used. We empha

size that the quantum expressions of Section 4 have general validity irre

npective of the point group of the molecule, provided that the appropriate

values are used for g (F^), cvj and for the numbers of vibrational modes

and symmetries.

At temperatures above 10 9r the semi-classical approximation gives

very satisfactory results and will save a voluminous computation effort.
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APPENDIX

QUANTUM EXPRESSIONS FOR THE THERMODYNAMIC FUNCTIONS

INCLUDING ANHARMONIC AND CORIOLIS CORRECTIONS

Including the anharmonicity and the Coriolis correction given by (31)

and (33) the thermodynamic functions for each nuclear spin species become :

- INTERNAL PARTITION FUNCTION

ENTROPY

SB(I)- R*n zs(T)

- ENTHALPY

- SPECIFIC HEAT AT CONSTANT PRESSURE

Cps(T) -

Bos

Bos

-j

,£(T)j

2S,JI ( T ) + B i s ( T )
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(2

2R t -O; f F
U-3

fO ^ A - (I) " A - '
is.x. *s,x. (A-4;

1?

Observe that Cy - 0 is given by 6oM when {v/} has symmetry Fj(^ =3 or

4)and by Ô£5 when the symmetry is ¥2^ • 5 or 6),where ôj/is the Kronecker

delta.

In the above expressions {v1} represents all possible vibrational

excitations other than the fundamental F-type ones. The auxiliary quan

tities used are defined by

E ̂ (Fi) ^(J.I) e" J ( J + 1 ) 0

5 h(rn> D^J'T> rJ(J+1)0

e"J(J+1)0

£ IJ(r )D-(J T) |j(J+l)a| e"
J(J+1)a

J s •*•

2
e-J(J+l)o

where



2

"3 ^

a (1 /T) 3

20

(A-6)
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